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In their search to �nd a drain that �t the speci�cations of a food distribution facility, contractors were 
attracted to the reliability of the NDS Filcoten Trench Drain and the associated selection of indoor 
grating options.

Providing produce, fruit, and dairy products to the tri-state area, Seashore Fruit and Produce 
Company is one of New Jersey’s leading commercial food distributors. In the spring of 2017, 
Seashore hired contractors from DRK and Associates to install a new interior drain system at one of 
their distribution warehouses.

Composed of pure non-polymer concrete, Filcoten is more sustainable than drain systems that 
contain plastic and o�ers greater impact resistance. Filcoten provides superior durability under the 
stress of colder temperatures as well, making it a smart choice for a refrigerated warehouse where 
heavy equipment is used. Free of plastic �ller materials, Filcoten’s concrete channels are one solid 
piece that is resistant to cracking and poses no risk of environmental contamination.

A variety of grates built to support heavy vehicles can also make maintenance much simpler, with a 
design that makes them easy to remove when clearing the channels of debris and food. 
The contractors and management at Seashore agreed that Filcoten was the best choice for the 
project and a local supplier had the product out to them immediately.

NDS® Filcoten Trench Drain
Popular applications including driveways, courtyards, 
plazas, pool decks, parking lots, sports facilities and more. 
Compatible with the patented NDS Pro Series Qwik-Turn 
Radius Coupling to allow for curving layouts with up to 6 
degrees of de�ection between couplings and channels – 
NDS is the only drainage manufacturer to o�er this 
incredible ability! 


